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Introduction

• Heat exchangers optimization using Code_Saturne [1] and SYRTHES open
sources codes developed by EDF R&D

• Validation of Code_Saturne/SYRTHES coupling, important in the optimization
chain

Figure 1: Schematic plate-fin tube heat ex-
changer (from Jang et al. [2])
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Figure 2: Optimization chain: Code_Saturne and
SYRTHES included into Fuel module.

Case study: 2D ribs
• Experimental data fromWang and Sunden

[3, 4]

• Effect of periodic squared ribs on the
heat transfer trough heated squared canal

Figure 3: Case dimension: H = 50 mm, W =
50 mm, e = 7, 5 mm et p = 12e = 90 mm.

Data formatting
• Only one pattern: geometrical periodicity
• 2D ribs: one fluid-only case and one fluid-solid case

Figure 4: Structured mesh for the fluid domain
and unstructured for the solid domain.
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Figure 5: Boundary conditions.

On the case without coupling, the fluid domain is
heated with a constant flux. For the coupling case,
the constant flux is replaced by the face by face cou-
pling between fluid and solid. To be coherent to the
experiment, the ribs and the top wall are adiabatic.
The periodicity boundary involves physical and geo-
metrical periodicity.

Source term
• The physical periodicity involves:
T̃inlet = T̃outlet and p̃inlet = p̃outlet

• Variable change (for T ) through a source
term adding in Code_Saturne:

div(ρucpT̃ ) = −div(QT̃ )− ρcpaTux

with

aT = q̇(L−2l)

ρcp

∑
i

ux,iΩi

inlet outlet

Figure 6: Sketch of the variable change: the
shifted temperature T̃ is solved instead of T .

Results
• Fluid-only simulations: turbulence model sensitivity is carried out available in Code_Saturne
• Fluid-solid simulations: EBRSM turbulence model is compared to fluid-only and experi-

mental data
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Figure 7: Dimensionless Nusselt number against
x
e ratio.

Using Code_Saturne user define functions, local Nusselt num-
ber is computed:

Figure 8: Streamlines coloured by the temper-
ature.

Nux =
q̇fac,xDH

(T̃fac,x − T̃bulk,x)λ

with

T̃bulk,x =

∫
Sx
T̃xρu · dS∫

Sx
ρu · dS

and, gived by the wall condition T̃fac,x = aP +bP T̃x

and q̇fac,x = afP + bfP T̃x.
The Nusselt number is dimensionless by the Nusslet
number for a plane plate Nu0 = 0.023Re0.8Pr0.4.

Regards to the complexity of the physics, the results
are in good agreement with the experimental data,
EBRSM model being the best.
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